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Use caution when shutting down the aircraft not to touch either the power button or “the knob” on the 
G5 indicators.  Doing so will prevent the G5s from powering off and they will run down their internal 
battery.  Please ensure power is off to each of the instruments prior to exiting the aircraft. 
 
With dual G5s installed, the aircraft does not have a vacuum system.  There will be no vacuum gauge 
and there will be no “VAC” light on the annunciator panel.  This is normal.  Please do not write this up. 
 
ADI 
- The Garmin pilot guide does a good job teaching the basic operation of the G5 attitude indicator…read, 
before you fly. 
 
HSI 
- Pilots need to be proficient with HSI operation prior to flying the G5 in IMC—get with a CFI to get 
proficient if you are not 
  -- The FAA’s Instrument Flying Handbook (link on the website) has a basic description of HSI operations 
in Chapters 5 and 7 
- The Garmin pilot guide does a good job teaching the basic operation of the G5 HSI…read, before you 
fly. 
- The HSI only displays information from the Garmin 430 (Nav 1).  There is no capability to display data 
from Nav 2 (that is still displayed on the OBS associated with the #2 Nav radio). 
 
Operation with S-Tec 40 Autopilot (N8395Y) 
- Autopilot seems somewhat sluggish capturing course line and uses less than a standard rate turn (we 
are working on this) 
- In HDG mode, autopilot seems to roll-out consistently 5 degrees left of the bugged heading 
- For VOR approaches: 
  -- Load/activate the approach in the G430W as usual 
  -- Make sure CDI switch is in VLOC 
  -- Operate autopilot in the NAV and/or APR mode as per the autopilot pilot guide 
  -- Autopilot seems spotty in intercepting a VOR course 

- For ILS approaches: 
  -- Load/activate the approach in the G430W as usual 
  -- Make sure CDI switch is in VLOC  
  -- Operate autopilot in the NAV and/or APR mode as per the autopilot pilot guide 
  -- Note that there will be a “No LOC” display on the HSI when a localizer frequency is tuned and the 
system is not receiving a good Localizer course 
  -- Note that there will be a “No GS” display on both the ADI and the HSI when a localizer frequency is 
tuned and the system is not receiving a good glidepath signal 
  -- The autopilot seemed to track somewhat left of the CDI initially, but moved closer to the centerline 
while flying inbound on the course 
 

- For GPS approaches: 
  -- Load/activate the approach in the G430W as usual 



  -- Make sure CDI switch is in GPS 
  -- Select GPSS steering on the HSI menu page (the GPSS icon fills with green) 
  -- Operate autopilot in the HDG mode (see pages 71-73 of the G5 Pilot Guide).   
      --- The heading bug on the HSI will be hollow and does not need to be coincident with the GPS 
course. 
  -- The autopilot seems to do a good job of tracking GPS courses. 
 


